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Abstract
Limited retrospective reviews of recent publications exist concerning telemedicine consultations by neurologists. The rapid growth in
teleological transformation in the delivery of care has further prompted more evidence informed research about the specific challenges and
benefits to using telehealth for neurologist patient consultations. Therefore, this review seeks to revisit the most recent literary reviews and
studies to suggest a holistic and multifaceted perspective to explore the impacts of Teleneurology.
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Introduction
Telemedicine has rapidly grown in remote areas of the United
States as a pragmatic resource continuing to garner a heightened
acceptance and utilization in the medical community. However,
the challenges presented in clinical settings and implementation
of telemedicine present legal and diagnostic barriers that hinder
the further integration of telemedical services in the neurology
specialty [1-2]. Limitations uniquely affecting neurology are
particular exclusive factors limiting lower income patients from
attaining neurological specialty care due to cost and limited
availability, and also for middle and upper income patients
who have difficulty finding a local provider or physically go to
a clinic due to any host of potential disabilities [3]. The current
publications relating to Teleneurology are largely based on
retrospective and qualitative factors discussing the anticipated
benefits and negatives [3]. By combining these review articles
with the scarce body of clinical research on patient experience
and outcome of using Teleneurology, this review aims to provide
an updated synthesis of the multifactorial and overarching
conclusions from the primary bodies of research.

Results & Discussion

Limited quantitative studies have adequate associated or
presented significant concluding data results for tele neurological
services. In particular, the most pertinent, larger statistical study
on telemedicine survey methods seeking to measure outcomes of
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these consultations, showed from the thirty-six studies outcomes of
satisfaction (with telemedicine, showed) high levels of satisfaction
across all these dimensions (of measurement). However, just
as significant is the paper’s subsequent acknowledgement that
current evidence base lacks clarity in terms of how satisfaction
is defined and measured [4]. Of the larger body of research, the
most relevant studies focused on the impact of these services
begins with a 2014 survey of over three hundred rural veterans
that used telemedical consults for neurological impairments. The
results strongly concluded that patients were highly satisfied with
the convenience and quality of their Teleneurology visit, and the
neurology providers were convinced that neurologic care to both
Teleneurology and clinic follow-up patients was equivalent [5].

Nonetheless, just as impressive was the potential financial
benefits that this study highlighted with its results that calculated
an average time savings of 5 h and 325 miles driven, plus at
least $48,000 total cost savings [5]. The optimistic results of
this larger scale study is further echoed by a more recent 2019
study. The cohort of nearly double the amount of veterans in
this instance gathered similar survey feedback methods from
the 1,200 subjects and their providers. Both groups noted a
similarly positive reception of the service and concludes that our
rural veteran patients and neurology staff overwhelmingly found
high quality patient care can be delivered via Teleneurology for
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a variety of chronic neurologic problems and was comparable to
care delivered in neurology face-to-face clinics [6]. Though there
is limited available data on associated impacts of Teleneurology
in communities, the preliminary research evinces an optimistic
outlook in terms of increased convenience, cost effectiveness, and
overall satisfaction with remote neurology visits. Lastly, though
the noted studies above provided exceptional preliminary data, it
is critical that future studies attempt to measure the effectiveness
of telemedicine in all populations rather than veterans in a certain
segment of the country.
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